Sbc distributor firing order

Dropping a distributor into the engine is a time-honored procedure that has been around since
the first engines coughed their way to life more than years ago. But if you are working on an
older engine with a distributor, this is essential information. For this procedure, we will use a
small-block Chevy because that was the closest engine for the photos. In our case, the spark
plugs were all removed, which makes turning the engine over very easy. If the engine is in the
car, you can use the starter motor to crank the engine. With the Number One spark plug
removed, place your thumb over the hole while turning the engine. Once you feel compression
building, look for the zero mark on the harmonic balancer to approach the timing tag. With that
set, remove the cap from the distributor. We use a black Sharpie to place a mark on the
distributor body where we want the Number One spark plug wire to be located. Also place a
mark on the corresponding Number One plug wire position on the distributor cap. We used a
piece of masking tape. With these marks in place, drop the distributor with the gasket into the
distributor hole with the rotor pointing near the Number One mark. As the distributor drive gear
engages the teeth on the camshaft, this will move the rotor slightly clockwise. Position the
distributor so that the vacuum advance canister is located on the passenger side of the engine
pointing roughly forward. If the rotor is not pointed close to the Number One mark, pull the
distributor and re-position the rotor until it comes close. Unless you are very lucky, the
distributor will not drop fully into the intake manifold. This is normal and is caused by the oil
pump drive not engaged into the drive tang in the distributor. You can remove the distributor
and try to re-orient the oil pump drive slot with a long straight screwdriver, but this is somewhat
difficult. After a half rotation or so, the distributor will drop in place. Now we will need to crank
the engine until again it is located at 10 degrees BTDC. With this accomplished, check to ensure
the rotor is pointed near the mark on the distributor body for Number One spark plug wire. If the
rotor is not pointing at Number One, you could twist the distributor body, but if it is off by more
than one tooth, this will require turning the distributor body too far. Instead, you will need to
remove the distributor and repeat the previous process as the rotor is not in the correct
position. With the rotor close to the Number One position, twist the distributor body until the
rotor points directly at the Number One spark plug terminal position mark on the distributor.
Now install the distributor cap and cinch the distributor body down to the intake manifold with
the hold-down clamp. Tighten this lightlyâ€”we may have to move it again when the engine
starts. With the distributor in place, install all of the spark plugs. Now we can connect the spark
plug wires to the distributor. Before we can place the wires in the distributor cap, the first thing
we need to know is which direction the rotor turns. Small- and big-block Fords turn
counter-clockwise. Tech Tip: One quick way to tell on any vacuum advance style distributor is
to lay your hand parallel with the vacuum advance canister and then curl your fingers inward
toward the middle of the distributor body. The direction your fingers point is the direction of
rotor movement. This is a cool little trick you can use on any distributor to determine its
rotation. Chevrolet also numbers its cylinders with odd numbers on the left driver side and even
cylinders on the right. Ford does it differently. Ford numbers its cylinders with Number One on
the right front, numbered on the right side with the left side We started with Number One and
worked our way around the distributor cap clockwise using a set of Summit spark plug wires.
Leave a little extra room with the spark plug wires to allow freedom of movement in the
distributor. For Chevys, be careful to make sure 5 and 7 are installed correctly. If the wires are
accidentally switched, the engine will not be happy. Before we try to start the engine, be sure
the distributor is connected to switched power. On the outboard side of this connector, there
are two smaller individual connectorsâ€”one for power from the ignition switch marked BATT
and the other for a tach. Connect a timing light to the Number One cylinder. Assuming the
engine starts, make sure the engine is idling at proper idle speed and not on the fast-idle cam of
the choke. If it must be changed, merely loosen the hold-down nut and adjust the distributor
until the initial timing on the crankshaft is at the desired timing figure. Of course, you are free at
this point to set the initial timing at its proper spec. After replacing the distributor cap and pin,
ICM, plugs, wires, coolant temp sensor, oil pressure switch, the motor runs fine in park. But
acceleration up any incline, it looses power. Need the correct position of ICM wire plugs on
distributor cap. Otherwise a great article thanks, with the advent of the LS, timing the dissy is
going to become a lost art. Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. The left
side is numbered , and the right side is The factory placed it in this location on most Chevy
distributors. We marked the body and placed a piece of tape on the cap. This tang becomes
important when we drop the distributor in place as the tang will likely not engage the oil pump
drive. Line the rotor slightly counterclockwise of the mark on the body and engage the gear
teeth. The gear teeth are curved which will swing the rotor slightly. You may have to play with

this a couple of times to place the rotor in the right position. Do not force the distributor
downward. Once the distributor drops in, install the distributor hold-down clamp and tighten it
slightly. Also make sure the rotor is still pointing at the mark indicating Number One position on
the distributor. Install the distributor cap, making sure the tape mark is lined up with the Sharpie
mark on the distributor body. In this case with a Chevy distributor, the rotor spins clockwise.
Then we measure each plug wire separately allowing room to twist the distributor to set final
timing and then crimp the HEI male terminal on the wire. We place a small amount of the
supplied lube in the boot to make it easier to push onto the wire. Author: Jeff Smith Jeff Smith
has had a passion for cars since he began working at his grandfather's gas station at the age
After graduating from Iowa State University with a journalism degree in , he combined his two
passions: cars and writing. Smith began writing for Car Craft magazine in and became editor in
In , he assumed the role of editor for Hot Rod magazine before returning to his first love of
writing technical stories. Since , Jeff has held various positions at Car Craft including editor ,
has written books on small block Chevy performance, and even cultivated an impressive
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affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. Memorizing the small
block Chevy V8 firing order should be your first step before opening the hood of your car to
start a new project. You could say that the firing order is the heartbeat of your engine. If you get
the spark plug wires out of order on the distributor cap your engine will not run properly. The
firing order is the specific sequence each cylinder receives spark in order to ignite the gas and
air mixture at the exact right time. Engines are designed with a carefully coordinated firing order
to help maximize performance, balance the engine and reduce vibration. However, there is no
universal firing order. Each manufacturer has their own unique firing orders depending on the
size and specifications of the engine. The Chevy V8 firing order for small and big blocks is That
means cylinder number 1 fires first, then cylinder number 8, next cylinder number 4, and so on.
The cylinders are ordered from the front of the engine to the rear, starting on the drivers side.
That means the front left cylinder when facing forward is the number one position. Then the
numbers alternate from left to right. Based on our research, this firing order applies to , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , and cubic inch Chevrolet V8 engines, excluding LS engines. However, you should always
check your owners manual to confirm the specifications of your engine. The distributor is the
mechanism that sends voltage from the ignition coil to the spark plug. On a small block Chevy
V8 engine, the distributor cap firing order is in a clockwise rotation. The most important thing to
remember is that the firing order must follow the same pattern as the engine. The Chevy firing
order is That means next to the number one spark plug wire will be the number 8 spark plug
wire, the number 4 and so on in a clockwise rotation. The firing order is the same for the Chevy
as well as many other small block and big block Chevrolet V8 engines. Thankfully Chevy
engineers has made it easy for us Chevy fans to figure out the firing order fairly easily.
However, before you pull your spark plug wires, it is a good idea to label the ends of the spark
plug wires and distributor cap with the corresponding cylinder number. This will help give you
confidence that your spark plug wires will go back in the correct order before you crank the
engine over. Owning a V8 engine for the first time can be daunting, scary, and above all else,
exciting. A Chevy is a special machine that requires a gentle touch and precise tuning. One of
the first steps you need to take when you get your is figuring out the firing order of your engine.
This is necessary for your Chevy to work at max performance. Remember that a Chevy is a V8
engine. Multi-cylinder engines are designed to have highly-coordinated firing orders in order to
balance the engine, minimize vibrations, encourage smoother operation, as well as prolonging
engine fatigue life and, of course, driver and passenger comfort. Get your firing order right, and
driving your will feel like driving through clouds on one of the smoothest, most responsive
vehicles ever. Get it wrong, however, and your ride will be bumpy, uncomfortable, and can even
lead to early engine failure. The Chevy belongs to the Chevy small-block engine family. This
means that cylinder 1 fires first, followed by cylinder 8, then 4, and so on and so forth until all
cylinders have fired in that order. Cylinders are often ordered in a particular way in order to
make it easy for mechanics and car owners to identify them once they come rolling out of the
factory. This means that the front left cylinder is cylinder 1. From there, the numbers alternate
from left to right, with all the odd-numbered cylinders on the left of the engine, and all the
even-numbered cylinders are on the right of the engine. To make it easier, just remember:
driver-side cylinders are odd, passenger-side cylinders are even. The firing order applies to a
number of Chevy V8 SBC and BBC engines including the , the , the , the , the , the , and many
more. The HEI Distributor is a small device that is responsible for facilitating the transfer of
electric energy i. On a small block Chevy V8 engine, the distributor cap firing order is in a

clockwise rotation. While Ford engines might seem like the firing order will be different because
of the way Ford engineers numbered their cylinders , the sequence remains exactly the same as
the Chevy Talk to your mechanic. Yes, I understand that you want to be as hands-on with your
Chevy as much as possible and, well, you really should be! As much as possible, get your
repair
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s and checkups done with a certified Chevrolet mechanic. Remember: the Chevy is an older
type of engine and requires a certain type of mechanic to inspect it. More often than not,
younger mechanics will be more well-versed with modern engines like the Ram Jet or the LS7,
but might not have the mechanical know-how to completely help you with your A misaligned
firing order on the Chevy is going to cause your engine a whole lot of trouble. It will be small at
first, but as you continue to use it, it will get worse and worse. If you notice this happening to
your engine, take it to a mechanic immediately. The Chevy was built during an era of American
automotive history when cars were built like brick houses and meant to outlast humanity itself,
but it can only do that if you give it the love, care, and attention it deserves. Skip to content.
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